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Kia ora, and welcome to the Gas Industry Company’s News Bulletin - a periodic advisory of new and current
consultations, workstream developments, publications and presentations.

In this issue we cover:



INFORMATION DISCLOSURE – Cross submissions invited.
Gas Industry Co role in GTAC code changes.

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE – Cross submissions invited.
Gas Industry Co has received twenty submissions on the Options Paper for Information Disclosure
(Options Paper) from a wide range of parties spanning the New Zealand energy sector. The
consultation period closed on 17 April 2019.
There are a number of submissions containing detailed responses to various issues raised in the
Options Paper, with some having different perspectives on several issues. For instance, there is a
range of perspectives on the issue of which parties should be included in an information disclosure
regime. In particular, should major users be included in outage disclosure or forecasts of future
consumption?
Given the range of perspectives in the submissions, Gas Industry Co has decided to have a crosssubmissions process for parties to provide further information on issues they consider are
important. We encourage submitters to provide examples and background information supporting
their positions.
Cross-submissions are invited by 5.00pm Thursday 27 June 2019 and can be made here.

Gas Industry Co role in GTAC code changes.
During the development of the Gas Transmission Access Code (GTAC), Gas Industry Co committed to
issuing a note describing how we would perform our Code Change role. That note can be found here.
We welcome feedback or comment on the note by 5.00pm Friday 19 July 2019.
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